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7950 Horseshoe Bend Rd, Suite 107   •   Boise, ID 83714   

Print Tracker Announces Version 7.0 
 

Dateline – Boise, Idaho, USA 

Continuing the upward momentum

proud to announce its newest software 

Tracker Pro and Admin 7.0. 
 

Print Tracker has recently strengthened its 

collaboration with imaging device manufacturers 

Brother International Corporation

Electronics and continues to add support for new 

devices from all sources as they come 

Tracker continues to serve customers on six 

continents. 
 

“Enhancing our collaboration with manufacturers helps all our customers.  Our robust, thorough library

something we are very proud of,

enhancements made over the past 

gather more meter and supply counters 
 

Print Tracker 7.0 operates on Microsoft platforms 2003 through current releases including Windows 10.

The software provides enhanced response handling for 

enabled devices including those manufactured by 

and Xerox. 
 

Print Tracker continues to offer 

Portuguese and Japanese versions.  

where it is installed. 
 

A few of the improvements to the data gather

capture to improve accuracy on machines 

for a wider array of devices. 
 

Print Tracker also enhanced its impressive list

Estimator boasts a world-wide device list

administrators can setup USB thumb drives

papers; and more information is no

In addition, SAP Business One users can create Service Calls as 

automate users can have gathered 
 

Print Tracker also enhanced their server communications 

unparalleled expansion for its customers.  Dealers no longer need to conside

need or expense of setting up and maintaining their own servers
 

It has been a busy time at Print Tracker.  
 

Print Tracker 

Brian Dawson, Sales and Marketing Director

(866) 629-3342 x7 

bdawson@PrintTracker.net 

 
About Print Tracker 

PrintTracker™ is an MPS software solutions company.
solutions for the imaging device industry.

capture, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 

meters and alert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment.
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Announces Version 7.0 of Print Tracker Pro and 

upward momentum, Print Tracker is 

proud to announce its newest software versions, Print 

has recently strengthened its 

collaboration with imaging device manufacturers 

International Corporation and Samsung 

and continues to add support for new 

as they come to market.  Print 

serve customers on six 

Enhancing our collaboration with manufacturers helps all our customers.  Our robust, thorough library

something we are very proud of,” said Print Tracker President Lance Hale.

enhancements made over the past eleven years are combined in Print Tracker 7.0

counters from more devices than competitive offerings

on Microsoft platforms 2003 through current releases including Windows 10.

response handling for counters gathered from

those manufactured by Canon, HP, Konica, Lexmark, R

 language and performance enhancements in 

versions.  Reported information is formatted in a manner suited for the country 

to the data gathering software Print Tracker Pro

machines that report low supply levels and 

impressive list of management tools.  The Total Cost of Ownership 

device list; clients can create customer invoices from gathered 

thumb drives containing Print Tracker installati

papers; and more information is now returned as a result of remote requests for

SAP Business One users can create Service Calls as a result of received alerts

scan counters provide an additional revenue stream.

Print Tracker also enhanced their server communications capability in 2014 and the company now offers 

unparalleled expansion for its customers.  Dealers no longer need to consider software that promotes the 

need or expense of setting up and maintaining their own servers for data storage

It has been a busy time at Print Tracker.  To learn how Print Tracker can help you

Marketing Director 

PrintTracker™ is an MPS software solutions company.  Print Tracker provides simple-to-install, intuitive
solutions for the imaging device industry.  Tools include meter gathering software, advanced deployment options, fast meter 

capture, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 

ert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment.
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Print Tracker Pro and Admin  

Enhancing our collaboration with manufacturers helps all our customers.  Our robust, thorough library is 

Lance Hale.  “All improvements and 

Print Tracker 7.0,” Hale added.  “We 

more devices than competitive offerings.”   

on Microsoft platforms 2003 through current releases including Windows 10.  

ed from SNMP versions 1, 2  and 3 

Canon, HP, Konica, Lexmark, Ricoh, Samsung, Sharp 

ments in its English, Spanish, 

in a manner suited for the country 

software Print Tracker Pro included augmenting data 

and adding average fill numbers 

of management tools.  The Total Cost of Ownership 

clients can create customer invoices from gathered data; 

containing Print Tracker installation files and helpful white 

for new IP address searches.  

result of received alerts, and e-

additional revenue stream.  

in 2014 and the company now offers 

r software that promotes the 

for data storage. 

can help you, please contact: 

install, intuitive-to-use MPS software 
Tools include meter gathering software, advanced deployment options, fast meter 

capture, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 

ert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment. 


